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Abstract
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is of the strong prospects as a future wireless communication system.
OFDM is one of the key technologies which enable non-line of sight wireless services making it possible to extend wireless access
method over wide-areas. Multicarrier modulation is such a plan, to the point that transmits the information by isolating the serial
high information rate streams into various low information rate parallel information streams. Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) is a sort of multi-transporter balance, which partitions the accessible range into various parallel subcarriers
and each subcarrier is then adjusted by a low rate information stream at various carrier frequency. Compared to conventional
approaches the 4th generation Long term evolution application has better spectral efficiency in terms of accuracy and high data
rate, the 4th generation Long term evolution approach is formed by the collaboration of OFDM and MIMO. Although OFDM has
many advantages over FDM but it suffers from inter carrier interference and inter symbol interference when multiple carriers are
used and due to this interferences loss of Orthogonality happens, in order to overcome these interferences usage of cyclic prefix
has became mandatory. But usage of cyclic prefix shows huge negative impact on bandwidth efficiency as the cyclic prefix
approach consumes nearly 20% of bandwidth and BER performance too affected. In this paper a novel wavelet based OFDM
model is presented which is mainly intended to provide good Orthogonality and better spectral efficiency using various
modulation techniques, the unique thing in the usage of wavelet based OFDM is it does not need any spectral efficiency and
absence of the cyclic prefix increases bandwidth efficiency when bandwidth increases simultaneously spectral efficiency
increases. Finally the usage of the wavelet based OFDM shows improved BER over conventional FDM communication model.
The simulation results indicates the usage of wavelet based OFDM in place of DWT based OFDM in LTE and finally the
comparison between wavelet based OFDM and DFT based OFDM.
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intense

research

classified

communication

into

two

ISI, Spectral Efficiency

categories a) wire based communication b) wireless based
communications. Wire based communications is considered

1. INTRODUCTION

as most useful tool in world wars to convey information

In olden days people used to communicate with distant

from one end to another in 1940’s and optical fiber plays a

counterparts by make usage of traditional approaches like

crucial role in wire based communication mechanism and

sending the information with birds, sending people as

after completion of war the dominance of United States of

ambassador to convey the information [1]. Most of the

America (USA) and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

st

researchers termed 21 century as Communication arena due

(USSR)

to the high end technological advancement in this area

communication so fast that in two decades communication

which makes communication fast and reliable [2]. The

research grows from daily life communication to satellite
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communication and this development mainly because of
wireless communication [3].
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Figure 2: Block diagram of Basic OFDM system

overlapping between the sub carriers in the respective
frequency domain [4]. The accuracy of communication

2.3 MIMO OFDM system

model is based on how effective the bandwidth is used and

The below block diagram represents the MIMO-OFDM

this is technically termed as spectral efficiency or bandwidth

system which comprises of transmitters and receivers in

efficiency, the acquired bandwidth efficiency is free of Inter

multiple way [7]. The input data (digital) is generated by

carrier interference and the absence of Inter carrier

binary source generator as shown in below figure and the

interference

binary data is modulated with modulation approach such as

(ICI)

is

mainly because

of

usage

of

Orthogonality in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

BPSK,

[5].

constellations [8]. The serial to parallel performs the task to

QPSK

and

QAM

with

several

different

convert the serial data to the parallel mode in N various sub
streams. Then these various sub streams are modulated
through the IFFT modulation block.
The IFFT block in the block diagram in design to
transform the frequency to time domain for obtaining the
Figure 1: Orthogonality in orthogonal frequency division

delay related issues at the channel and then guard interval

multiplexing (OFDM)

named CP is inserted to tackle the issues like ICI/ISI [9].
The OFDM symbols are initialized in the time domain

2.2 Basic OFDM System

which has specified length before giving it to the channel

The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing block

then the operation is performed in the inverse direction to

diagram is illustrated as follows in figure 3. The input

remove all the operations which are performed and gets the

random signal data rate streams (high) are converted into

output as OFDM signal in MIMO format.

data rate streams (low). The important aspect in the OFDM
block diagram is the modulation technique which modulates
the low data rate streams in parallel way and this parallel
stream given input to the IFFT block which transforms the
frequency data to time data before it reaches the channel.
Adding the cyclic prefix acts as the guard interval and the
reverse of transmission is accomplished at receiver end [6].

3. PROPOSED METHOD AND ANALYSIS
3.1 OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED METHOD
High speed communications has became part of human
daily lives to transfer the data from one entity to another
entity hassle free. As 21st century is regarded as high speed
communication era by international standards and agencies,
an international standard named ITU (International telecom
union) for the radio communication designed number of
standards for high speed communication with high data rate
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[10]. The data rate (communication speed) plays a crucial

High data
communications

role in high speed communications and the prominence of
data rate and its requirement as specified by International
Mobile Telecommunications Advanced project (IMTAdvanced).

The

revolution

of

high

data

rate

communications initialized in the year 1998 by the evolution

Spectral efficiency

Utilization of
spectrum

of 3GPP and in the latter years the research work of 3GPP
has been carried out on revolutionary project namely Long
term evolution (LTE) to show the immense importance of
two networks namely Radio access network(RAN) and core
network. On the other contrary the 4G application based on
3GPP network was far more advanced than conventional
3GPP in terms of data rate and efficiency and these two
reasons makes 4G more advanced. In order to make the
access of 3GPP and 4G application possibility in real time
scenario an advance communication model is required and
compared to all communication methods. The orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing is one of the techniques
employed in Long term evolution for better data rate by

Figure 3.1: High data communication requirements
The term spectral efficiency is plays a prominent role in the
high

speed

communications,

as

the

speed

of

the

communications mainly depends on the two important
aspects namely the effective utilization of the of the
spectrum and secondly the spectral efficiency which mainly
reveal the statistics of the how effective the available
bandwidth is utilized. The usage of the multi carrier
approach has been the revolutionary idea to meet the
practical requirements using high speed communications.
The usage of multi carrier has two important advantages in
the area of the high speed communications as follows

enhancing it with appropriate parameters [11].
The 21st century is treated as era of advance communication
systems by international standards as the applications like
4g are approved by international telecom union (ITU) and
simultaneously the speed in the 4th generation is clearly
specified in the IMT and 4GPP which are established in the
1998. At initial research the 4GPP starts working the
microwave signal network applications like Radio access
network and core network and latter on the 4GPP starts
working to meet the great data rate in long term evolution

(1) Generally in conventional approaches when compared to
the

orthogonal

frequency

division

multiplexing

the

enhancement techniques usage plays an important role to
remove the impact of noise and noise related contents on the
signal, but on the other end the enhancement techniques
usage dramatically increases the run time complexity. But in
the multi carrier approach there is no need of enhancement
technique and the absence of enhancement technique help to
improve the performance.

project then the existence of OFDM came into lime light

(2) The signal fading has been a unresolved issue in most of

which provides high data rate and great spectral efficiency

single carrier based communication techniques, although

[12].

number of approaches has been reported in the literature but
The

requirements

of

high

speed

data

communications are perfect utilization of spectrum and
spectrum efficiency are two different parameters for
different wireless applications and in order to meet the

none can meet the practical requirement. The multi carrier
modulation

has

one

innovative

characteristic

which

increases the symbol time duration by which the fading
impact can reduce in reliable way.

practical requirement as shown below
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multipath propagation of the signal in the OFDM which is
Absence of Signal

based on DFT results in the loss of orthogonality, the loss of

Enhancement

orthogonality shows huge impact on the communication

Multi carrier
Communicatio

signal. The drawbacks namely ICI and ISI are the results of

n

No fading effect

the loss of orthogonality. There is minute difference
between two interferences ICI and ISI, as ICI occurs at

Figure 3.2: Advantages of multi carrier communication

different subcarriers which belongs to different signals
while comes ISI it occurs totally different when compare to

approach

ICI, as ISI happens at the same subcarrier at the successive
3.2 OFDM and its Orthogonality
(1)

In

orthogonal

frequency

symbols.
division

multiplexing

communication model the sub carrier used are orthogonal to
each other.

3.4 ANALYTICAL APPROACH OF PROPOSED
METHOD

The usage of orthogonality in orthogonal

frequency division multiplexing has an innovative idea
behind it; the respective orthogonality helps in employing
the overlapping between the sub carriers in the respective
frequency domain. The accuracy of communication model is
based on how effective the bandwidth is used and this is
technically termed as spectral efficiency or bandwidth

The proposed analytical framework compares the OFDM
system performance based on wavelet with the traditional
OFDM

system

with

various

long

term

evaluation

modulation techniques. In order to calculate the wavelet
based OFDM system in this proposed we make use two
wavelets namely as follows

efficiency, the acquired bandwidth efficiency is free of Inter

(a) Haar wavelet (b) Daubechies2 wavelet

carrier interference and the absence of Inter carrier
of

NOTE: In our proposed method the successful

orthogonality in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing.

transmission of the signal is done by using the Additive

interference

(ICI)

is

mainly because

of

usage

white Gaussian noise channel/
3.3 Signal Analysis by Wavelets
Data
Encoding

Although tremendous progress has made in past decade but

IFFT
Modulatio
n

still analyzing the signal is by using the transform technique
is still concerned area in the field of high speed
communications. Analysis of the high speed communication
signal by using Fourier transform, Discrete Fourier
transform and fast Fourier transform has not yield the

Pilot
Synchroniz
ation

Removing
Cyclic
Prefix

Adding
Cyclic
Prefix

desired results according to the practical requirement.
Generally the signal analysis is done by coefficients of
Data
Encoding

signal and in wavelets also the signal analysis is done by
using the wavelets coefficients in terms of both frequency

IFFT
Modulatio
n

and time domain. The wavelets basis function localization
plays an important role in analyzing the signal in reliable
way and in this basis functions are localized in both time

Figure 3.3: OFDM system transmitter and receiver section
based on DFT

and frequency domain. When compared to the Fourier
transform the elementary elements in wavelet waveforms

3.5

Conventional

are not sine and not cosine as in Fourier transform. The

multiplexing system model
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The

conventional

orthogonal

frequency

division

receiver end in order to remove this drawbacks from the

multiplexing (OFDM) has a basis set which is orthogonal in

OFDM system usage of (Cyclic prefix) CP is encouraged.

nature which is formed by using the sinusoids of the discrete

Cyclic prefix (CP) is generally occupies around 20% of the

Fourier transform. In traditional orthogonal frequency

bandwidth means it is copy of selective part of symbol. As

division multiplexing (OFDM) approach the sinusoids of the

long as the delay spread of channel remains in the limit of

DFT is correlated with the respective input signal and this

the cyclic prefix there would not any loss of orthogonality in

correlation is done with the each and every sinusoidal basis

the OFDM signal. For long term evolution LTE) application

function.

the data related to different users in the downlink scenario is
multiplexed in the frequency domain and this all process is
Here the sinusoids which are used to correlate with

input signal are the sub carriers of orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) itself. Some of the important
points in the DFT based orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) are as follows

termed as the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM). Generally the drawbacks like PAPR occurs in the
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) due to
random nature of the constructive approach of addition of
subcarriers. In order to overcome the problems above
mentioned a power linearization technique and a point
amplifier

DFT input
signal

needs

to

compress

the

abnormal

power

fluctuations and all this process is done at the base
station(BS). But in practical all this equipment increases the
cost so the usage of SC FDMA approach is encouraged in
order to reduce the PAPR and all this happen because of the
presence of the single sub carrier. Although single carrier
has far more advantages over its traditional approaches but it
too suffers from drawback. In single carrier introduction of

Sinusoidal
basis
function 1

Sinusoidal
basis
function 2

Sinusoidal
basis
function 3

ICI is happens at the uplink scenario and in order to remove
it an low complexity equalizer is required but the SC FDMA
not sensitive to the parameters like Doppler shift and
frequency offset.

Figure 3.4: Correlation between input signal with sinusoidal
basis functions

3.6 WAVELET BASED OFDM SYSTEM MODEL

Once the transmitted information successfully transmitted at

The usage of wavelets has potential to replace the traditional

the receiver end, the receiver receives the data in combined

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and the following analysis

form of signals. In order to meet the practical requirement

proves the importance of wavelets over traditional discrete

and to accomplish the task in fast way, in OFDM fast

Fourier transform (DFT) in detailed way

Fourier transform (FFT) usage and inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) is encouraged. The main advantage of the
fast Fourier transform usage is it completes the task in less
number of computations when compared with traditional
approaches.

As traditional discrete Fourier transform (DFT) takes more
time to accomplish task in both frequency and time
separately but in wavelets both frequency and time domain
signal analysis is accomplished jointly. The main advantage
of the wavelets over traditional discrete Fourier transform

Due to dispersive time intervals nature at the receiver

(DFT) is multi resolution analysis where the respective input

section the drawbacks like selective fading and as this

signal is decomposed into frequency components for the

multipath fading results in the ICI and ISI, and at the

accurate analysis with different resolution matching to scale.
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The wavelet transformation has an innovative system with

scaling process. Till the desired level the process continues.

lot features one such feature is wavelet filter by using this

The respective wavelet decomposition is as follows

system can be designed as required. One more advantage of
[ ]

wavelets over conventional approaches is generation of the

∑

[ ] [

]

∑

[ ] [

]

multi resolution signal. Wavelets has good orthogonality
[ ]

and the localization of the signal is done in both time and
frequency domain simultaneously. Because of the unique

(1)

The above equation notations are termed as follows

nature of the wavelets the power related to the ISI and ICI
can reduce dramatically. To reduce the impact of ISI and ICI

The input signal is notated by, input signal = [ ],

in the system the usage of CP is used which literally
consumes the 20% power which shows adverse effect on the
spectral efficiency. The usage of the wavelets reduced

The impulse response function of the low pass filter is
notated by, impulse response function = [ ],

complexity O[N] when compared to the Fourier transform

The filtering and decimation factor by 2 is given by

complexity O[N log2N]. The system design of the wavelet

and

[ ]

[ ]

based OFDM system is simple while compared with the
DFT based OFDM mechanism. The absence of the cyclic

The inverse DWT process is initialized by fist step up

prefix gives more bandwidth efficiency in the wavelet based

sampling and then the signal is passed through filters to

OFDM than traditional DFT based approach. The input

accomplish the task. The reconstruction of data is done by

signal in the wavelet transformation is passed through

combining the signal after filtering. The number of levels

various filters and latter the signal is decomposed into low

used in the reconstruction process should be same as number

pass sub bands and high pass sub bands will form when the

of steps performed at the decomposition step

signal

is

passed

through

the

filters.

The

wavelet

transformation approach divides the input into below the

3.7

PROPOSED

DISCRETE

WAVELET

BASED

OFDM SYSTEM MODEL

highest frequency and above the highest frequency, the high
pass filter starts analysis on the input signal and remove the

(1) In traditional approaches we make use DWT and IDWT

all frequencies which are localized at the below half of the

and the conventional approaches are replaced with DWT

highest frequency. Simultaneously the low pass filter

and IDWT.

analyzes the signal and removes the all frequencies above
the level of highest frequency. The two main advantages of
the wavelet decomposition are as follows

(2) The main advantage of the proposed method is absence
of the cyclic prefix which increases the bandwidth
efficiency.

(a) The wavelet decomposition halves the time resolution of
the signal

(3) In proposed method make use of the additive white
Gaussian channel is used

(b) The resolution in terms of the frequency are doubled and
it repeats till final

Here two important steps are performed in the
proposed system interleaving and modulation is done after

In wavelets processing two types of coefficients obtained,

performing conventional encoding step. Before performing

initial coefficients are termed as detailed coefficients which

the modulation step data is converted into decimal form.

are obtained through the high pass filter and latter
coefficients are termed as coarse approximations which are
obtained through low pass filter with processing in terms of

After modulation approach latter two steps are performed
one in insertion of pilot is done and secondly the sub carrier
mapping, after performing these two steps the IDWT
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process performed by which Orthogonality is preserved is

The proposed work mainly utilized two high

preserved. The IDWT process the signal from the time

transform techniques namely DFT and DWT based OFDM

domain to the frequency domain.

system model by using different modulation approaches in
different conditions. The different modulation techniques

Encoding

Interleavi
ng

Modulatio
n

used in the proposed work are used for the Long term
evolution application which is used for the 4G high speed
communications are QPSK, QAM in different levels like 16
QAM, 32 QAM, and 64 QAM etc. The number of
modulation techniques are used for both uplink and as well

Carrier
mapping

IDWT

Pilot
insertion

as for downlink communication. The important points
belongs to different modulation approaches are as follows
(1) The commonly used Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

awgn
channel

(QPSK) has one common drawback over other modulation
Demappin
g

DWT

Pilot
synchroni
zation

approaches. Generally Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
(QPSK) does not have capability to carry the transmitted
data at great speed levels.

Decoding

Deinterlea
ving

Demodula
tion

(2) To evaluate the performance analysis of each and every
communication model with respect to some performance
evaluators namely peak signal to noise ratio, in practical
scenario generally when good quality of peak signal to noise

Figure 3.5: Design system model of wavelet based OFDM

ratio is detected then obviously usage of modulation
techniques which are higher in level are preferred over

After passing through the channel the signal is

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK)

processed by using the DWT then removal of pilot insertion
is done and finally demodulation is done, then the decimal
data is converted in to binary form then de interleaved. The
transmitted data is decoded at the receiver end.

(3) As many research works opts for higher level
modulation approaches over Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
(QPSK) then certainly Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
(QPSK) does not require high PSNR value.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To evaluate the stability and reliability of the DFT

Although lot of progress has been made in the past to design

based and DWT based OFDM in our proposed work,

the distortion less high speed communication mechanism by

different values of PSNR are taken and the recorded analysis

removing the commonly erupting drawbacks but still the

are passed through Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

BER analysis in different transform based OFDM system

channel. The simulation process are followed as follows

and the performance analysis of the by using Matlab as
source of medium in applications like LTE in the Discrete

(1) Consider P transmitter, Q receiver and an high equipped

Fourier transform (DFT)

based OFDM and Discrete

channel namely Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

wavelet transform based OFDM system model is still

channel are considered for the simulation process initially.

considered as concerned area in the field of high speed

For example consider the data of 9600 bits are estimating

communications.

sent through around 100 symbols from P transmitter and Q
receiver.
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(2) The above simulation analysis shows that the 9600 data

Analysis

bits are transmitted to receiver in the form of 100 symbols
where each symbol represents one individual signal for each

(1) The analysis of the bit error rate (BER) performance of
wavelet based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is

96 bits.

good than the conventional DFT based orthogonal frequency
DWT based OFDM

division multiplexing.
QPSK

(2) The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing which is
based on dB2 wavelets has better performance when the
modulation used is QPSK
BER analysis using 64-QAM modulation

Daubechi
es2
wavelet

DFT based OFDM
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Figure 4.1: DFT and DWT based OFDM with
Figure 4.2: The analysis of DFT based OFDM and DWT

various modulation techniques

based OFDM in 64-QAM modulation
(3 The simulation process shows that the averaging of the
any value of SNR is performed and the task is accomplished

Analysis

in different step for different averaging values in order to

(1) The analysis of the bit error rate (BER) performance of

yield the final BER value by repeating the task consistently

wavelet based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is

till to reach final level.

good than the conventional DFT based orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing.

(4) The BER analysis in DWT based OFDM does not
required cyclic prefix and the main advantage of the

(2) The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing which is

wavelets over traditional discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is

based on Haar, dB2 and 16 QAM has better performance

multi resolution analysis where the respective input signal is

than DFT based OFDM almost similar in terms of statistics

decomposed into frequency components for the accurate

related to BER when the modulation used is QPSK

analysis.
BER vs SNR using 16 QAM

0
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BER analysis using QPSK modulation
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Figure 4.1: The analysis of the DFT based OFDM and DWT
based OFDM in QPSK modulation
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Figure 4.2: The analysis of DFT based OFDM and DWT
based OFDM in 16-QAM modulation
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Analysis

performance of OFDM-MDPSK system in frequency
(1) The analysis of the bit error rate (BER) performance of
wavelet based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is
good than the conventional DFT based orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing.
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when
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